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第
一
章
 

展
覽
的
整
體
運
作

TWO EXHIBITIONS 
BETWEEN TWO STRIKES:

EXHIBITING HONG KONG 
AT THE BRITISH EMPIRE 

EXHIBITION 

⪤姍㝕翬䈰▇ꪨ溸⪤姍閉劋㐃蝠☓鮭劋㺥獏눥

Hong Kong is many things today – global city, 
international financial centre, former British colony, 
southern Chinese city, a society with a distinctive 
local culture and identity, and so on. Each highlights a 
specific dimension of the city. When Hong Kong was 
exhibited in Britain a century ago, what dimensions 
were emphasised? 

In 1924 and 1925, two seasons of the British Empire 
Exhibition (BEE) were held at Wembley Park, in 
northwest London. As a colonial exhibition showcasing 
the history and latest developments of the British 
Empire, most dominions, colonies and dependencies of 
Britain took part. The Hong Kong government exhibited 

☪侇☪仼꺜䳕僗㛡ꄆ骰♷Ջ䐍杶
㒮䄨㎜꤀ꄋ踅╈䑐⯥葐㎜墾妩㏐╈
㎜ⶠ亡㒮䄨♓舘┉⠕䳕僗暐攑儗㎻乄
骰♷氳炙僌璡璡夷牊辑鷾亡䌋齉䍛鐪
꺜切⠕攑럅樧꺜㏇┉┪硕⯥㏇葐㎜
㷤⭳侇僌逈狱걦⭳⿵◙ꪫ⺸
㏇䇗⡐下重鼨氳嶾䄭蚓
⪝㎧艇鰾▼⪔㰙㛻葐䅒㎜ⶥ鈮僌樧侇牒
憡ր葐◺頉僌ց儗傴媰榫鵞⠕⺲牒
⛼憡㷤炐㛻葐䅒㎜塽⺒僅鲥氪㷤氳墾妩
㏐ⶥ鈮僌㛻鼨♷葐㎜舅ꯝ㏐墾妩㏐
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the tiny colony in the BEE’s Hong Kong Section. The 
Chinese General Chamber of Commerce, the Hong 
Kong General Chamber of Commerce, representing the 
city’s Chinese and British merchants respectively, and 
some British former Hong Kong residents living London 
coordinated the preparation and execution.[1] 

The Hong Kong Section was the only comprehensive 
showcase of Hong Kong seen in Britain during the 
colonial era. In 1842, the Great Qing ceded Hong Kong 
to the United Kingdom under the Treaty of Nanking. 
By 1924, Hong Kong had been colonised for eight 
decades. How would the history of Hong Kong and its 
contemporary developments be presented to the British 
public? What was its response? Were Hong Kong’s 
British and Chinese communities happy with the way 
the city was represented? 

The organisation, the design of the pavilion, choice of 
exhibits, and responses in both Britain and Hong Kong 
at the time, all illustrate Hong Kong’s relationship with 
Britain and China. In the 1920s, British imperialism 
and Chinese nationalism shaped the sociopolitical 
environment of Hong Kong.[2] In terms of territory, 
Britain’s empire had reached its greatest extent when it 
acquired a number of colonies and protectorates from  
Imperial Germany after the First World War. But Britain’s 
dominance in global politics and economy had begun 
to decline. The UK government attempted to rejuvenate 
the nation by promoting economic cooperation and 
building a sense of community among the constituent 
territories of the British Empire. The BEE was one of 
the initiatives of Department of Oveseas Trade mounted 
to this end. But resistance to imperialism in Britain’s 
dominions, colonies and dependencies was on the 
rise. Native peoples in the colonies were especially 
sensitive to representations of their culture and history 
at Wembley Park. As I will illustrate in this book, the 
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BEE inadvertently encouraged or intensified awareness 
of anti-imperialism in some colonies, such as the Gold 
Coast, India and Nigeria.[3]

The Xinhai Revolution of 1911 brought an end to the 
feudal rule of the Great Qing, establishing the Republic 
of China. The following decade brought frenetic 
change, with market economy and rapid urbanisation 
taking hold. But the new republic was soon fractured, 
with competing military factions dividing the country 
into different fiefs. The conflicts between warlords in 
1924 were particularly catastrophic, giving rise to the 
most chaotic situation since the Qing abdication. The 
central government in Beijing went bankrupt. Economic 
expansion and industrialisation ground to a halt. The 
lives of merchants, students, workers and intellectuals 
in urban areas were severely affected. They began to 
explore alternatives for the future of China. Therefore, 
the years of 1924 and 1925 would become critical to 
the formation of nationalism and support for the ideas 
of communism in China.[4] 

Hong Kong took part in the BEE at a time when both 
Britain and China were facing tremendous changes. 
Moreover, Hong Kong also experienced two general 
strikes – the largest in the colony’s history – before and 
during the BEE. Both strikes involved the Nationalist 
Party (KMT) and the Communist Party of China (CPC) 
in Canton (now officially known as Guangdong; to the 
north of Hong Kong). Both parties intended to challenge 
the presence of Britain’s influence in China and the 
Crown’s rule in Hong Kong. The British government was 
suspicious of the Nationalist government in Canton and 
Sun Yat-sen, the Extraordinary President and leader of 
the KMT, as he supported the general strikes and also 
cooperated with the CPC. To contain anti-imperialism 
movements and communism in the colony, the Hong 
Kong government started to collaborate with some 

氳ꎬ鏲辑鳯㶗⪭䷨䚉塜㞝䡘僌㏇儗傴ꟹ
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妩㎜鲇鵯⮇進䇗黁䇭㕙㏇髭Ꞓꝴ
氪榟氳⪐䢇哗滭㚁䓪鵴䡗▼舅㛻岳䅒
㎜逈䊵塛䏳僅岝▶氳䗯媲嬤䷓䈢㲛⼔
滭榣縡祺忴㘍ꝏ䄄哅◰逈鳢⢦塛
㌅ꄆ䏆ꮷ㏇㒮䄨榟孨氳り☕㱄榟䄄☕
湳閂♷㯸☽⠟ꝧ㡏憡╈㎜氳儔✿䫔碠
⪭☽⭳饟䇗㍕縡䡗憡╈㎜
妩从╚紶⪦榣╚紶㏇╈㎜蚘菨氳ꄆ金䇗
♷<>

꺜㏇葐㎜╈㎜⭳杯ꇢ闭僿ꝴ⹉艂▼葐
◺頉僌艂塝⺱侇꺜㏇盆鰾⹉㷤僿
ꝴ祺塽▼⪔㕙㏇꺜墾妩㏐塽⺒╈僅㛻
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local Chinese elites to promote traditional Chinese 
culture.[5] The Hong Kong Section was organised against 
a backdrop of a challenge to British imperialism by the 
burgeoning Chinese nationalism. So, for the colonial 
government and the organising committee, the choices 
made for the representation of Hong Kong at the BEE 
were highly important. 

As was the case with other colonial sections at Wembley 
Park, and in colonial exhibitions elsewhere in the world, 
the Hong Kong Section was dogged by disputes. There 
had been plans to bring coolies (labourers), rickshaw 
pullers and sedan chair bearers to work at Wembley 
Park. But Chinese labourers in Hong Kong rejected 
such a notion, the idea being shelved after strong 
objections. A plan to build a “Chinese Village” in the 
Hong Kong Section, showcasing Chinese people’s daily 
lives, was also abandoned. More significantly still, the 
Canton-Hong Kong Strike caused great destruction to 
the economy of Hong Kong, and affected the transport 
of exhibits from the colony to Wembley in 1925.[6] 

Even so, the Hong Kong Section was a success. In the 
early 1920s, Hong Kong was one of the lesser known of 
Britain’s colonies in the mother country. It was usually 
perceived as just a British trade port in China. The Hong 
Kong Section did little to change this perception. The 
pre-colonial history of Hong Kong and its connection 
with Chinese culture were illustrated through the 
exhibits and, in a more visually striking way, the design 
of the Hong Kong Pavilion itself. But the Section also 
presented new images of Hong Kong to exhibition 
visitors and the British media. Promotional materials 
and souvenirs from the BEE predominantly represented 
Hong Kong with stereotypical images of ancient China. 
But more modern images of Chinese communities 
in Hong Kong were carried in the English press once 
the BEE began. There was also a spotlight on British-
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owned shipbuilding industries in Hong Kong. For the 
British community in the colony, the BEE managed to 
strengthen their sense of belonging to the metropole. [7]

Unlike in some other parts of the Empire, the BEE did 
not inspire anti-imperialism in Hong Kong. Hong Kong’s 
Chinese merchants, who were the leaders of the local 
Chinese community, generally supported colonial rule 
and were much more heavily involved in the exhibition’s 
preparation and execution than natives of other colonies 
were in their respective sections. They were able to 
channel the concerns of the Chinese community to the 
government. They also had a greater focus on their own 
business interests at Wembley. Through sharing power 
with the local Chinese elites, the colonial government 
in Hong Kong avoided problems of the sort that the 
exhibition’s Gold Coast, Indian and Nigerian Sections 
gave rise to. Besides, the seeds of Chinese nationalism 
did not find fertile soil in Hong Kong in the 1920s. Hong 
Kong’s Chinese elites withdrew their financial support 
from the mainland’s military cliques after Chinese 
nationalist movements radicalised and militarised. 
They gradually developed a different version of 
Chinese identity. Their frustration with Chinese politics 
prompted them to shift their focus to Hong Kong.[8] The 
representation of Hong Kong itself in Wembley Park 
might not have been the most accurate but the city’s 
Chinese merchants were happy to see Hong Kong’s 
historical links with China presented in the Hong Kong 
Section.

This book is based on my archival research, and 
items I have collected to tell the story of the Hong 
Kong Section. Through these items, I will discuss 
and evaluate the Hong Kong Section, its architectural 
design, choice of exhibits, images of participants and 
media representation. The organising of the BEE, the 
arrangements and happenings at Wembley Park, and 
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the participation of dominions, colonies, dependencies 
and other exhibitors in general will also be outlined. 
The original buildings from the BEE are now gone, 
but these items serve as reminders of those days in 
Wembley Park.  

Unless otherwise specified, all images and information 
are from items I have collected. I would like to take 
this chance to give thanks for the generous financial 
support of the Lord Wilson Heritage Trust, which 
allowed this research to be completed. Sincere thanks 
also to my research assistants, including Athena 
Chan, Yoyo Chan, Yu-ming Ho, Quintina Jiang, Rocky 
Keung, Claudia Law, Wai-sze Leung, Wren Li, Quinn 
Luo, Sinnie Ng, Winnie Wei and Yau-sing Wong. 
Without their help scanning and cataloguing the items, 
searching through and reading historical archives and 
old newspapers, this project would not have been 
possible. 

Hong Kong’s participation in the British Empire 
Exhibition is little known in Hong Kong, and has not 
been well documented or thoroughly reviewed. This 
book is the first step in recollecting this part of Hong 
Kong history.

Gary Pui-fung Wong 
September 2020

Hong Kong 
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⻖⯞鵞域溿狔㵩扜嫏㱮䡗⺁㛛䡘◰金
䚉销溿狔Ⲃ杼ꢷ⧘ꢷ掓栛⛰遚伺
㡸徉俘㡸ꎣ姧糶㞴匝䓙先乄
涹糶婕䓠⻱⡌䓠뇛㽳曓昺Ⳑ氳
Ⲃ婯僗☽⠟Ⲃ䬟調⿁㵩㱚⠟⮇
䮥ꞥ闗塽⺒四勆艋㕕碋鵞⠕
銷ⱁ㵩┘⺎耇㱮䡗
꺜㏇葐◺頉僌氳⹉艂㏇꺜뉲憡☕湳
◰婯僗ꪫ氳硕ꍔ㍑걚鵞儗傴佭ꄆ䧊
鵞夀꺜塽⺒氳瑭┉塟
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